A characterization in terms of the canonical model spaces of L. de Branges and J. Rovnyak is obtained for Hilbert spaces of formal power series with vector coefficients which satisfy a difference-quotient inequality, thereby extending the closed ideal theorems of A. Beurling and P. D. Lax.
Introduction
This paper extends the well-known invariant subspace characterization of A. Beurling [3] and P. D. Lax [11] for the shift on the Hardy space of square summable power series with vector coefficients (cf. [10, [13] [14] [15] ). The focus is instead on certain (not necessarily orthogonal) complements of contractively contained invariant manifolds of the shift. These are the spaces %?(B) of L. de Branges and J. Rovnyak [6] [7] [8] . In the Beurling-Lax theory, the key point is a dimension inequality. The inequality is trivial when the coefficient space has infinite dimension, so the essential content is in the finite-dimensional case. Previously only special cases of the more abstract problem have been treated [6, 9] , but our methods generalize an argument from [7, Theorem 6] . The main difficulty again comes down to a dimension inequality in the finite-dimensional case. The purpose here is to derive new results on the structure of %?(B) spaces which reveal what is needed for the inequality to hold. As a consequence, we obtain a complete characterization of the spaces ^(B).
%f(B) SPACES
A basic concept in the de Branges-Rovnyak theory is complementation: A Hilbert space & is contained contractively in a Hilbert space 3£ if &~ is a submanifold of J? and if the inclusion map of & into S£ is a contraction. If y is contained contractively in Jtf, then the space complementary to &" in J? is the Hilbert space if of elements g of 3£ with the property that \\g\% = suo{\\g + fi\\2%-\\ftr:fi£SF} is finite. The space 9 is contained contractively in 5?. Moreover, & is the unique Hilbert space such that the inequality ||/c||^-< ||/||Jr + \\g\\% holds whenever k = j + g is a decomposition of k in ^f into / in &~ and g in if and such that every element k in 3£ admits a decomposition for which equality holds.
Let ^ be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, and let %? be a Hilbert space of formal power series fi(z) whose coefficients are in ^ such that (1) ll
Then %f is contained contractively in W(z), the Hilbert space of square summable power series Y^anzn with a" in W and norm given by || X)anz"lll>(Z) = Via I2 Let 77(z) be a power series whose coefficients are operators on S? such that ||77(z)/(z)||r(z) < ||/(z)||^(z) whenever f(z) is in W(z). Cauchy multiplication by B(z) thus defines a contraction operator on W(z) which will be denoted by Tb . The range Jf(B) of Tb becomes a Hilbert space in the unique norm with the property that \\TBf\\^(B) = ll/ll^z) whenever / is orthogonal to the kernel of TB. Furthermore, Jf(B) is contained contractively in W(z), and multiplication by z is a contraction on Jf(B).
The de Branges-Rovnyak space W(B) is defined to be the complementary space to .^f (77) in W(z). The space %f(B) satisfies (1) and is an underlying space for canonical models of contractions on Hilbert space [1, 2, 12, 16, 17] .
Multiplication by z is a contraction on the space Jt complementary to Jf in W(z). In [6] 
More precisely, the following will turn out to be a defining property of the spaces %*(B).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where ||A|ft,, = ||i>A||^ + ||&A|& ■ A fundamental result from the theory of ^(77) spaces is: St? is isometrically equal to a space St?(B) ij and only ijthe dimension oj 32 does not exceed the dimension oj ff [6] . More generally, if ff C ff and dim.32 < dim^, then St? is a space %?(B) where the coefficients of B(z) act on ff .
Lemma. Let SF be the subspace oj elements oj St? jor which equality holds in (1). Then 32 and St'C\32 are contained in St?' Q^ and Sf'ei*" respectively.
Moreover, dirndl = dim St" e & and dimX n 32 = dimSf e & ■ Prooj. As in [9] , SF is a (closed) subspace of St? and is contained isometrically in St?' . Therefore for any j in SF and g in 31, we have (j, g)jr> = (f,-i.9g)x» = <&/> g)a = (0, g)a = 0-Hence 31 is a subset of S2" e & .
The restriction of i*^ to St?' e/ is linear and continuous and has trivial kernel: if i*mh = 0 for some h in St?' e y, then z'j^/z = h, so h is also in y, and thus h = 0. It follows that dim^T' e/ = dim i*^(ST' e/)< dim^", and hence dim^ = dim^' e^.
Next, let g be in S?d32 . Then g is in St?' e^ but also in Je^" since for any / in y </> £>;r = (i>/, c?)^-= (/, i>£);r = (/, g>*" = 0.
Therefore ( Conversely, suppose that St? is a space which satisfies (1) and the dimension hypothesis. Let SI?', 32, /> and i& be defined as above, and let f(z) and g(z) be in St?. Since It follows that 32 is finite dimensional since dim32 < dim S32 + dim ker S < rank(l -TT*) + dim^.
Thus by the lemma 32 = Stf"e y. 
